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Abstract
The ‘diatribe’ is a dialogical mode of exposition, originating in Hellenistic Greek, where the
author dramatically performs different voices in a polemical-didactic discourse. The voice
of a fictitious opponent is often disambiguated by means of parenthetical verba dicendi,
especially φησί(ν). Although diatribal texts were widely translated into Slavic in the Middle
Ages, the textual history of the Zlatostruj collection of Chrysostomic homilies especially
suits an investigation not only of how Greek ‘diatribal’ verbs were translated, but also how
the Slavic verbs were transmitted or developed in different textual traditions. Over time,
Slavic redactional activity led to a homogenization of verb forms. The initial variety of
the original translation was partly eliminated, and the verb forms рече and речеши became
more firmly established as prototypical diatribal formulae. Especially the (increased) use of
the 2SG form речеши has theoretical consequences for the text’s dialogical structure. Thus,
an important dialogical component of the diatribe was reinforced in the Zlatostruj’s textual
history on Slavic soil.

Аннотация
«Диатриба» является диалогическим способом изложения, возникшим в греческом
языке эллинистического периода, в котором автор драматично «исполняет» разные
роли в полемико-дидактическом дискурсе. Высказывания воображаемого оппонента
часто различаются парентетическими глаголами речи, прежде всего φησί(ν). В сред-
невековье диатрибические тексты переводились на славяснкий язык нередко; однако
собрание Златоустовых гомилий в Златоструе представляет собой особо подходящий
материал для исследования не только вопроса, как греческие «диатрибические» гла-
голы переводились на славянский язык, но и того, как эти славянские глаголы переда-
вались или развивались в разных рукописных традициях. Со временем редактирова-
ние славянскими писцами привело к гомогенизации глагольных форм. Первоначаль-
ное разнообразие частично устранялось и глагольные формы рече и речеши более крепко
установлялись как прототипы диатрибических формул. Особенно (нарастающее) упо-
требление формы 2-го л. ед. ч. речеши влечет за собой теоретические последствия для
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анализа диалогической структуры текста. Таким образом важнейший диалогический
элемент подкрепился в текстовой истории Златоструя на славянской почве.

1 Introduction

This article investigates the phenomenon of the ‘diatribe’ in a selection of homilies from the
Church Slavonic Zlatostruj collection. A basic characteristic of ‘diatribal’ discourse is that
the author performs different voices in the context of a polemical clash with a fictitious op-
ponent. A more precise definition of the diatribe will be given below, but one of its major
features in (Hellenistic) Greek is that the fictitious opponent’s voice can be explicitly marked
by parenthetical verbs, most notably φησί(ν) ‘says (he)’. In Greek, this 3SG.PRES verb form
had petrified into a quotative particle. Previous research has established that its most proto-
typical Slavic equivalent in a variety of medieval sources is the parenthetical 3SG.AOR form
рече ‘said (he)’ (e.g. Kakridis, 2019). However, a significant range of other verb forms is
also in use. This article will show that речеши (2SG.PRES) is in fact as important a diatribal
formula as рече, and that the former outpaced the latter over the course of the Zlatostruj’s tex-
tual history. Its increased use will turn out to have theoretical implications for a pragmatic
analysis of diatribal verbs in terms of participant roles and disambiguation of the referential
framework. It will be argued that the increased use of 2SG.PRES forms led to a reinforcement
of the dialogical character of diatribal discourse. This is a significant development of the
diatribe on Slavic soil.

The present article investigates the way in which Greek parenthetical verbs (function-
ing within the discourse tradition of the diatribe) are rendered in Slavic in a substantial and
representative sample of 22 Chrysostomic homilies in the Zlatostruj. The verbs will be an-
alyzed not just in one source, but we shall see how they survived in the complex web of the
Zlatostruj’s transmission history. Thus, the extremely wide-ranging manuscript traditions of
the Zlatostruj collection allow us to see not just one final result, but the development over
time of some of the main diatribal formulae. This is an advantage over against previous
case studies into the diatribe in the Slavic realm, where only the end result of the process in
one particular monument, such as the Codex Suprasliensis, was investigated (e.g. Dekker,
2021a). Connected to this, some observations will be made about the textual history of the
Zlatostruj. The distribution of parenthetical verbs will be discussed in relation to earlier re-
searchers’ conclusions on the relationship between different redactions of the Zlatostruj. In
addition, the article provides a theoretical explanation of the function of the parenthetical
verbs from the perspective of (historical) pragmatics.

The diatribe is a well-known phenomenon in circles of Classical scholars. In Slavic stud-
ies, on the contrary, it is largely off the radar. This is unjustified. The larger part of (Old)
Church Slavonic literature was translated fromGreek, and thus constitutes a potentially valu-
able source of information about the way in which Greek discourse strategies, such as the
diatribe, were reflected in translation. In addition, a promising field of research is opened
not only to gain an understanding of the way in which the diatribe was rendered in translated
texts, but also of the extent to which the diatribe developed into an independent Slavic dis-
course tradition. To this end, the study of translated texts is a first prerequisite, towards which
this article is a contribution. On the one hand, it investigates diatribal features in translated
texts; on the other hand, it provides insights into the way these features were reproduced and
maintained in manuscript traditions within the orthodox Slavic realm. To what extent did
the translators of the Zlatostruj correctly interpret the structure of diatribal discourse? And
to what extent did later scribes, who did not have access to the Greek sources, recognize the
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meaning of diatribal formulae and pass them on unscathed? We shall see that in most cases
the interpretation of diatribal formulae was felicitous, and in some cases even enhanced by
Slavic scribes in the later development of the translated homilies.

It might seem far from obvious that logical and coherent argumentation was widely em-
ployed in the Orthodox Slavic realm in the Middle Ages. It has been argued more than
once that for the Slavs argumentation and polemical strategies were secondary to the liturgy
(e.g. Thomson, 1999; Garzaniti, 2013, p. 204; for recent counterarguments see Kakridis,
2018; Ostrowski, 2018; Prestel, 2019). Our investigation into the use of diatribal verbs will
show that both the Slavic translators of the Zlatostruj and later scribes were well able to
interpret intellectually challenging texts and translate or transmit them in a coherent way.
Thus, even the era allegedly characterized by Florovsky’s (1962) “intellectual silence” and
Thomson’s (1999, p. 9) so-called “obscurantism” produced texts that were permeated with
features of Hellenistic philosophy. That is worth emphasizing once more, over against the
“anti-Orthodox bias of some investigators, including most recently Francis Thomson” (Pres-
tel, 2019, p. 180), in order to provide a rehabilitation of logical thinking and show that the
employment of rhetorical strategies was successfully transferred into and transmitted within
the Orthodox Slavic realm.

The rhetorical strategies in question will be studied through a linguistic lens. In other
words, the diatribe is to be demarcated by its main linguistic manifestations (see Sect. 2).
Thus, qualitativemethods of traditional philological close reading are used to select data to be
incorporated into a quantitative investigation into the use and development of parenthetical
verb forms. Linguistic means are identified on the micro-level that play a role in expressing
a rhetorical function in the polemical discourse on the macro-level. In this way, rhetoric and
pragmatics mutually inform each other by what Ilie (2018, p. 88) calls “cross-fertilization”.
At the same time, the emphasis remains on the relevant linguistic elements as identified in
Sect. 2, which provide the building blocks for the rhetorical strategies of the diatribe. Ilie
(2018, p. 92) succinctly gets to the heart of the distinction between pragmatics and rhetoric
when stating that “pragmatics focuses on language as it is used by human beings, whereas
rhetoric focuses on human beings as they use language”. Keeping this distinction in mind,
the main results of this study will turn out to be of a linguistic nature.

1.1 The diatribe

The diatribe, also known as ‘Cynic-Stoic diatribe’, is a dialogical mode of exposition that is
best known for its use in Greek polemical-didactic texts from the Hellenistic period onwards.
The diatribe originated in the works of the Hellenistic philosophers Bion (c. 335–245 BC)
and Teles (fl. c. 235 BC), and reached its zenith in Roman times, with Epictetus (c. 50–135
AD) as its most prominent exponent. This discourse tradition was carried over into Chris-
tianity by the apostle Paul, most notably in his epistle to the Romans, as was first shown con-
vincingly by Bultmann (1910), whose observations were subsequently refined by Stowers
(1981), Song (2004) and, more recently, King (2018). The diatribal style of argumentation
was consequently adopted by the Church fathers in the following centuries, also under the
influence of the Second Sophistic. This leads us to John Chrysostom (c. 347–407), whose
homilies provide an especially favourable sample of a lively style of diatribal discourse.
Many of his works were translated into Slavic from the 9th/10th century onwards, so that
the diatribal style entered the Slavic realm many centuries after its initial implementation in
Hellenistic times. This line of development presents an intriguing case of how a well-known
style of dialogical discourse that had developed fixed linguistic manifestations in Greek (see
Table 1 below) was received and appropriated in a newly Christianized culture where the
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written word was an emerging phenomenon in its incipient stages. Moreover, the following
manuscript traditions of the different redactions of the Zlatostruj show us how the features
of the diatribe were maintained or developed in subsequent centuries.

The main characteristic of the diatribe is that its dialogical character is performed dra-
matically. In the context of a polemical exchange, the author engages in a discussion with
a fictitious opponent. Most importantly, the fictitious opponent’s arguments are not just
quoted, but acted out dramatically. This is the main distinctive feature that separates the
diatribe from other polemical or dialogical strategies. Thus, the author (or rather, speaker or
preacher in this case) performs both his own voice and the voice of his fictitious opponent.
In this way, an alternation of voices occurs in the discourse, resulting in a lively exchange
of polemical positions.

It should be emphasized that the diatribe is not a genre, but a mode of discourse organiza-
tion. Yet, the genre of the homily is particularly suitable for diatribal style to be employed.
Thus, even though sermons are often considered to be among the most prototypically ‘dis-
tant’ and monological kinds of discourse,1 the use of the diatribe ensures that there is indeed
a variety of voices being heard in the words of the preacher. Examples of typical diatribal
formulae will be presented in Sect. 2.

1.2 Greek source

A Greek critical edition of the vast array of Chrysostom’s homilies is unavailable and this
will remain so in the foreseeable future. The most useful edition is part of the Patrologia
Graeca (PG) series, compiled by Jacques-Paul Migne (1862) on the basis of various 17th-
century editions. Bady (2010, p. 162) calls this edition a “textus receptus” of the Church
fathers; at the same time, he voices a negative opinion about its value and calls it a “texte
imprimé largement insatisfaisant” (Ibid., p. 163). However, even a critical edition would not
give us absolute certainty about the text the Slavic translator had in front of him. Dimitrova
(2016b) tries to identify the Greek version the Slavic translator must have used for Chrysos-
tom’s homilies on Titus and the Acts of the Apostles, but she ultimately concludes that the
question has to remain unresolved. This is not a serious problem for the present investi-
gation, as the variation we shall encounter is primarily intra-Slavic; i.e. it arose as a result
of subsequent editing of the translation without referring to the Greek original (see below).
Thus, variation between the different Slavic versions can never be due to Greek manuscript
variation. An investigation of the different Greek manuscript traditions is, therefore, not an
urgent necessity at this point. References to the Greek examples quoted below are made to
line numbers in the electronic edition2 or, when the latter is not available, to the PG volume
and text column (not page) numbers.

1.3 Textual history of the Zlatostruj

The textual history of the Zlatostruj is complicated. The original translation (autograph),
which was produced in the Preslav literary centre under the reign of czar Simeon I (893–927),

1Sermons are classified by Koch and Oesterreicher (1985) as prototypical exponents of the “language of
distance”. However, the dialogical elements of the diatribe that will be discussed below are to be seen as
features of ‘conceptual orality’ (“konzeptionelle Mündlichkeit,” Ibid.). Karvounis (2016, p. 57, fn. 123)
applies these terms to different genres ofAncient Greek dialogues. Thus, the relationship between monologue
and dialogue in Chrysostom’s homilies is to be analyzed as functional variation within one and the same
linguistic system. It is not related to Greek diglossia, which (if understood as a phenomenon permeating all
levels of society, according to Karvounis’s terminology) emerged only in the Middle Ages (Ibid., p. 55) and
can, therefore, not be a relevant term for Patristic texts like these.
2https://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/.

https://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/
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has not survived. This proto-collection of Chrysostomic homilies was not translated by a
single translator; it must have been a collective enterprise (cf. Dimitrova, 2016a, p. 450).
The proto-collection has not survived in its original form, either; even the exact number of
homilies contained in it is unknown, though Miltenov (2013, p. 74) estimates that it must
have contained at least 150 homilies. Instead, what has survived from the original Zlatostruj
collection has come through to us in different ‘redactions’. Following Thomson’s (1982) ter-
minology, the two main redactions are the Longer collection (henceforth: L) and the Shorter
collection (henceforth: S). Miltenov (2013) also distinguishes a third (Hilandar) and a fourth
(Voskresenski) redaction, but these will not be included in the present investigation.

As we shall focus on L and S, it is necessary to consider the relationship between these
two redactions. L consists of 138 homilies (numbered L1–L137, with the double count of
L78a3), although several manuscripts contain only homilies L1–L45. It has been argued that
these first 45 homilies form the most archaic core of L, and that the rest of the homilies
up to L137 were added slightly later (although still in the mid-10th century at the latest),
both from the Zlatostruj proto-collection and from other sources (Miltenov, 2013, p. 72; pp.
76–77).4 Both parts of L (and also S) contain a selection of homilies from one and the same
proto-collection (Dimitrova, 2019, p. 421). It is, therefore, justified to treat the Zlatostruj
as different redactions of what was originally one whole, i.e. it is to be traced back to one
original translation, part of which has come down to us in L and S.

The manuscript tradition of L is very stable; variant readings are rare. Thus, although the
archetype of L is not extant, we can ascertain with a reasonable degree of certainty that later
copies are a faithful reflection of the archetype of L. In addition, L is generally recognized to
be the redaction that is closest to the original translation. Thus, apart from some exceptional
cases, L will normally tell us more about the original translation than S. S constitutes a later
reworking of a number of homilies from the proto-collection (Thomson, 1982). It contains
81 homilies, 62 of which are also available in L. The other 19 homilies in S were also taken
from the proto-collection, but were not included in L.

The next point to be noted is that L and S are independent selections from the proto-
collection. In addition, S shows more deviations and omissions. Importantly, the scribe
who edited the homilies in S did so without consulting the original Greek text (Miltenov,
2010, p. 387; Dimitrova, 2016a, p. 30). Consequently, changes to the Slavic text were
made rather haphazardly, based on the scribe’s understanding of the initial translation, but
not necessarily reflecting a better interpretation of Chrysostom’s intended meaning. In any
case, the differences between L and S that will be discussed in the remainder of this article
cannot be due to Greek manuscript variation, but must have arisen on Slavic soil.

Accordingly, S is not a direct ‘descendant’ of L; nevertheless, L shows us a ‘purer’, more
archaic state that is closer to the original translation. This is an important methodological
point, as it enables us to compare diatribal features in the original translation, of which L is a
faithful reflection, and subsequent alterations in S. The caveat remains that some differences
between L and S might be due to manuscript variation and corruptions in L (of which I
have found some instances), but the overall tendency is that the deviations stem from a
reworking of the original translation in S. As we shall consider the distribution of diatribal
verbs throughout our sample of homilies from L and S (see the Appendix for an overview),
it will be noted that L shows a lot more variety, whereas S is more homogeneous. This is an

3This homily (L78a) is not numbered in somemanuscripts; in others, the number 78 is repeated. Cf. Thomson
(1982, p. 21).
4The homilies inserted from other sources mainly concern the Eclogae by Theodore Daphnopates (L53–L71).
They are present in L only (not in S) and do not play a role in the present investigation.
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additional argument in favour of L as a faithful reflection of the original translation, which
was made by various translators. The variety in L is unlikely to be the work of a later scribe,
as a later reworking by one scribe would have resulted in more homogeneity of parenthetical
verbs, as is the case in S.

1.4 Slavic sources

The Zlatostruj became extremely popular in the East Slavic lands, so that the vast majority
of extant copies are of Russian provenance. For the present investigation, five different
sources have been selected. For L, not even a diplomatic edition of one single manuscript
exists. Therefore, I rely on three manuscript sources of L. My main source is codex 43 from
the Moscow Theological Seminary (MDA 43), “copied in 1474 but clearly from a much
earlier codex” (Thomson, 1982, p. 2). This can be characterized as an archaic manuscript. It
is now kept in the Russian State Library and is easily available online, in high-quality colour
images.5 Although variant readings among the manuscripts of L are rare, I use two additional
sources to exclude the possibility that unexpected verb forms are merely a distinctive feature
ofMDA43. These two additional manuscripts areMAB F.19№ 238 (first quarter of the 16th
century, kept in the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, Vilnius),6 which contains homilies
L1–L45, and RGB ф.98 №240 (third quarter of the 16th century, kept in the Russian State
Library, Moscow),7 which contains homilies L58–L137. Thus, L is represented by three
sources, two of which run parallel for each homily.8

S is attested in a smaller number of manuscripts, but these are relatively well accessible
in various editions. I use an electronic version of Georgieva (2003),9 which is a diplomatic
edition of the 12th century F.п.I.46 manuscript kept in the Russian National Library, St. Pe-
tersburg. This edition supersedes the older partial edition by Malinin (1910). The codex has
been characterized as “extremely defective in many ways” (Thomson, 1982, p. 2), but its
availability in an edition and its exceptionally old age make it an indispensable source for the
present study. However, although it is the oldest available manuscript, it is by no means the
most reliable source for the reconstruction of the original translation. A second, semi-critical
edition of S is the one contained in the Macarian Menologion, i.e. Metropolitan Macarius’s
Velikie Мinei Čet’i for the 13th–15th of November, edited by the Arxeografičeskaja Kom-
missija (VMČ, 1899).10 The edition is based on the Uspenskij copy, but provides deviant
readings from two other manuscripts, viz. the Carksij and Sofijskij copies (all three copies
are dated to the mid-16th century). Thus, the development of S in its textual transmission in
the Russian lands is represented in the present study by four manuscripts.

In the examples provided below, the Greek text is translated by the present author with due
attention to the earlier English translations edited by Schaff (1886–1890). For the Slavic text

5РГБ Ф.173/I №43: https://lib-fond.ru/lib-rgb/173-i/f-173i-43/. References to unpublished manuscripts in
the examples below follow the common style, viz. folio + recto/verso.
6F19-238: https://elibrary.mab.lt/handle/1/3572.
7РГБ Ф.98 №240: https://lib-fond.ru/lib-rgb/98/f-98-240/.
8Homilies L46–L57 are not included in this investigation. Most of these areEclogae (compilations of passages
from Chrysostomic homilies) by Theodore Daphnopates, which did not form part of the Zlatostruj’s proto-
collection, but were inserted into L from other sources (Miltenov, 2013, p. 72).
9http://histdict.uni-sofia.bg/textcorpus/show/doc_239. References in the examples below follow the style of
this edition, viz. the folio number plus the Cyrillic letter indicating the column, e.g. F.п.I.46, 155б. Punctua-
tion is adopted from the edition, although it does not always provide the best clues to the discourse structure.
10The style of quotation in the examples below refers (not to page numbers, but) to column numbers in the
edition, e.g. VMČ 1434 refers to VMČ (1899), column 1434.

https://lib-fond.ru/lib-rgb/173-i/f-173i-43/
https://elibrary.mab.lt/handle/1/3572
https://lib-fond.ru/lib-rgb/98/f-98-240/
http://histdict.uni-sofia.bg/textcorpus/show/doc_239
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Table 1 Diatribal formulae

Greek Slavic Function

ἀλλά ‘but…’ нъ (as part of a ‘contradictio’, the objection of the
imaginary opponent)

τί οὖν ‘what then?’ что оубо (to introduce a false conclusion)
μὴ γένοιτο ‘far be it from me’ не бѫди (to rebut a false conclusion)
ὁρᾷς ‘don’t you see?’ видѣ ли / видиши ли (addressed to the imaginary opponent)
(ὦ) ἄνθρωπε ‘(o) man’ чловѣче (addressed to the imaginary opponent)
εἰπέ μοι ‘tell me!’ рьци ми (to elicit a response from the imaginary opponent)
parenthetical φησί ‘says (he)’ рече / речеши (as part of a ‘contradictio’)

of the examples, only those manuscripts are cited that are relevant to the discussion. Thus,
e.g. if two witnesses of L have no or only minimal variation, only one will be quoted –
usually MDA 43.

2 Major diatribal features

I shall now provide a short outline of the main diatribal features in Greek and Slavic. An
overview of corresponding formulae and their functions is provided in Table 1. These formu-
lae serve as diagnostic criteria that are often used as evidence that a text should be considered
an exponent of the discourse tradition of the diatribe (e.g. Stowers, 1981; King, 2018).

These typically diatribal formulae allow us to treat Chrysostom’s homilies under consid-
eration as exponents of the Cynic-Stoic diatribe, rather than just showing general features of
orality or dialogue. Chrysostom’s homilies are generally recognized to have been delivered
extemporaneously and written down by means of tachygraphy (e.g. Goodall, 1979, p. 66).
This provides ample room for an analysis in terms of ‘oral’ and ‘literate’ features. This is,
however, not the objective of the present study. Instead, the formulae serve as diagnostic
criteria of a more narrowly defined style. These linguistic features can be traced down from
Hellenistic times onwards, through the New Testament and Greek church fathers, and are
specific to the Cynic-Stoic diatribe, rather than performed dialogue as such.11

It should be noted, though, that the Greek formulae enumerated in Table 1 have been
elicited from the most prototypically diatribal sources, such us Epictetus, the apostle Paul,
etc. In the Chrysostomic homilies under investigation, they do not all occur equally fre-
quently. This does not mean that these homilies are therefore less diatribal; it just means
that the phenomenon of the diatribe is broader and more diverse than would have appeared
from the traditional definition. While its scope is wider than Epictetus and Paul, the main

11It is important to properly delineate the diatribe and determine whether a text is diatribal in a transparent
way. I concur with Stewart-Sykes (1998, p. 68) when he states that “[t]he presence of a rhetorical style
is not a sufficient condition to enable us to label any piece of writing as a diatribe”. The same goes for
dialogue: its mere presence is not a sufficient proof that a text is diatribal. However, Stewart-Sykes then
proceeds to claim that “[i]nformality is nearer the mark” (Ibid.). This is to be disputed as too general. The
diatribe is manifested by specific linguistic elements, each of which has a specific rhetorical function. The
most prototypical formulae and their functions are given in Table 1. Thus, whereas Stewart-Sykes (1998, p.
69) posits a “flexibility of form” for the diatribe, I want to maintain that linguistic form is a rigid diagnostic
criterion. If the most prototypical diatribal formulae do not occur in a specific piece of writing, it cannot be
claimed to be an exponent of the Cynic-Stoic diatribe, even if the text exhibits features of a dialogical, oral,
rhetorical or “informal” nature.
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feature of the diatribe remains the use of ‘speaker metalepsis’ and, connected to that, the use
of parenthetical verba dicendi to demarcate the different voices in the polemical discourse.

Speaker metalepsis is a term originating in Genette’s (2004) narratological theory.
Kakridis (2019, p. 248) first applied it to the phenomenon of the diatribe. This application
means that the use of the term speaker metalepsis is taken beyond its original narratologi-
cal meaning intended by Genette and transferred into the realm of rhetoric. In this slightly
adapted meaning, speaker metalepsis involves a narrator (in our case, Chrysostom) who not
only creates a narrative, but also enters into his own narrative by addressing one or more
of his characters. As applied to the diatribe in Chrysostom’s homilies, this means that the
preacher addresses a fictitious opponent, like a Biblical character, a heretic, a fictitious Jew,
or an abstract specimen of his hearers in church. The latter applies to the following exam-
ple, taken from L13, where the hearers are entreated to give alms to the poor, even if they
themselves do not have great riches. In his speaker metalepsis, the preacher challenges an
abstract, and therefore fictitious, hearer of the sermon to give alms, even though it be just
a little, by analogy with the apostle Peter; the fictitious opponent then voices an objection
to Chrysostom’s argumentation, which is signalled by φησί, to which the preacher responds
again with the brisk and censuring vocative ἄνθρωπε ‘man’:

(1) [02365]12 Τί γὰρ μέγα ἔδωκεν ὁ Πέτρος, εἰπέ μοι; (…)
[02369] Ἀλλ’ ἐκεῖνος Πέτρος ἦν, φησί.
[02370] Καὶ τί τοῦτο, ἄνθρωπε;
[02371] οὐδὲ γὰρ Πέτρῳ ἐπηγγείλατο ταῦτα μόνον,
(In epistolam ad Romanos homilia VII)
Preacher: For what great thing did Peter give, tell me? (…)
Opponent: But he was Peter, he says.
Preacher: And what of that, man? For it was not Peter only to whom he promised
this.
что̀ бо̀ велико да́лъ пе́тръ р�ци ми (…)
н̏ъ т̏ъ петръ | ре́че,
то́го дѣлѧ члч҃е. не пе́трови тъ̀ о῎бѣщалъ то́чїю́ (L13; MDA 43, 108v-109r)

Both of the preacher’s utterances in (1) are cases of speaker metalepsis: he no longer ad-
dresses his congregation as a whole, but singles out one prototypical specimen, who is iden-
tified by the general vocative ἄνθρωπε / члч҃е ‘o man’, to engage in a polemical exchange.
We see four of the prototypically diatribal formulae reflected in example (1) (cf. Table 1).
We shall come back to this example in (3) below, as there is some interesting variation to be
noted between the versions in L and S. Note also the condemnatory tone of the vocative: it
not only serves to single out one fictitious interlocutor, but also to censure his (purported)
views. The use of the vocative renders explicit that the utterance is addressed to a fictitious
opponent, though this is a rather rare strategy in the Zlatostruj. Some of the more explicit
vocatives show even more clearly that their function consists in introducing, discrediting and
censoring a fictitious opponent in an aggressive, ad hominem way:

(2) [01712] Εἰπὲ δή μοι, ἄθλιε καὶ ταλαίπωρε καὶ παντὸς ἀνδραπόδου δουλικώτερε,
(In epistolam secundam ad Timotheum homilia VII)
‘Tell me then, wretched and miserable one, more servile than any slave,’
нъ̏ повѣжьⷣ ми грѣшниче и҆ о῎кан�нѣ, и҆ всѧ́кого̀ сѣмене работнѣи́ (L38; MDA 43, 232r)

12The numbers in square brackets refer to the line numbers in the electronic edition at https://www.
documentacatholicaomnia.eu/.

https://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/
https://www.documentacatholicaomnia.eu/
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The mere fact that Chrysostom uses the singular would not in itself be sufficient evidence
for positing an abstract, hypothetical addressee. However, it is obvious, too, that he does
not address his hearers in church in this defamatory way, nor does he address the whole of
humanity in a general way, as the “Christian diatribe” has sometimes been claimed to do.13
These considerations lead us to interpret this phrase as speaker metalepsis, addressed to a
fictitious opponent devised by Chrysostom to function as a ‘whipping boy’ against which
he can voice his own convictions in a sharp, polemical tone. The vocative ταλαίπωρε ‘mis-
erable one’ was already a well-established diatribal formula in the works of Epictetus, and
was identified as such already by Bultmann (1910, p. 14). This particular form of address
provides conclusive proof that it belongs to the arsenal of markers specific to the Cynic-Stoic
diatribe and should not be analyzed along the lines of a mere marker of 2SG or a general fea-
ture of orality or dialogue. Thus, the analysis of second-person singular address and speaker
metalepsis as a feature of the diatribe is to be traced to its Cynic-Stoic origins and should
not be generalized beyond the Hellenistic and Byzantine realm of influence. Parallels with
medieval preachers from e.g. the Latin West are at best partial. Although dialogical ele-
ments and dramatic performance may be present in e.g. the Italian vernacular sermons of
the Franciscan preacher Bernardino da Siena (1380–1444; cf. Berardini, 2010), the notion
of polemicizing with a fictitious opponent is absent.14

The relatively simple, two-tiered division of labour as it is envisaged in speakermetalepsis
(i.e. alternating between the preacher addressing his congregation and the same preacher
addressing a fictitious opponent) can be enlarged on using Goffman’s (1981) and Levinson’s
(1988) more detailed terminology for speech act participants. This will be done in Sect. 4.
We shall now first concentrate on the use of parenthetical φησί and its Slavic equivalents. The
comprehensive size of the Zlatostruj collection ensures that the data elicited in this case study
can be analyzed quantitatively as well as qualitatively. The full data set can be consulted in
the table in the Appendix.

3 Data selection and discussion

I have investigated 40 homilies that occur in both L and S, to search for the general features
of the diatribe set out in Table 1. 22 of these show a full array of diatribal features, at least
in parts of the homily. These 22 homilies have, therefore, been selected as a basis for the

13Thus, Stewart-Sykes (1998) claims that whereas a “Classical” diatribe addresses an individual hearer who
“is very present as an entity” (Ibid., p. 69), a “Christian” diatribe addresses a “group” of people who are “com-
pletely absent” (Ibid.). Stewart-Sykes bases his ideas on an outdated study by Thyen (1955), who exaggerates
the continuity between Jewish and Christian preaching. The latter even goes so far as to claim a “gnomic”
meaning of the second-person singular, akin to the “thou” of the Decalogue, addressing the whole of humanity
(Thyen, 1955, p. 96). What is worse, Stewart-Sykes does not take into account any of the subsequent research
literature on the diatribe. In any case, the alleged dichotomy “Classical” vs. “Christian” is not evidenced in
Chrysostom’s homilies.
14Berardini (2010) calls dramatically performed elements “performance indicators”, although in the sermons
included in her investigation the notion of polemic is markedly absent. The preacher’s theatrical performances
are claimed to “liven up” his monologue, whereas in the diatribe the dramatically performed dialogues are
meant to attain a rhetorical end in a polemical context (i.e. they do not serve a merely didactic purpose). In
Bernardino da Siena’s sermons, there does not seem to be a fictitious opponent (a heretic, a Jew, etc.). Thus,
parallels between the Cynic-Stoic diatribe andWestern dialogical strategies in Latin or vernacular sermons are
disputable and should not be overstretched. Bernardino da Siena’s “dilettissimi citadini” (plural and respectful,
cf. Berardini, 2010, p. 84) is very different from “ὦ ταλαίπωρε” (singular and censuring, cf. King, 2018).
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present investigation.15 Most of them are taken from Chrysostom’s ‘commentary series’ on
some of the New Testament books, most notably Acts, Romans, Corinthians and Timothy.
These homilies can be considered a core component of the Zlatostruj proto-collection, and
Dimitrova (2015, p. 20) characterizes them as a relatively homogeneous group in terms of
translation principles.

This type of Chrysostomic homilies originally consists of two parts, viz. an exegetical
part, which provides a verse-by-verse commentary on the Bible text, and an instructive part
known as ethicon, which is usually concerned with exhortations pertaining to practical mat-
ters of everyday life, rather than with the resolution of doctrinal controversies. Most homilies
in the Zlatostruj only contain the ethicon. Thus, it is not surprising that most instances of
speaker metalepsis are addressed not to a fictitious heretic (whose views are typically dealt
with in the exegetical part), but to an abstract specimen of a random opponent from among
the audience in church.

Most diatribal formulae are rather stable throughout the various witnesses of L and S, e.g.
видиши ли, человѣче, рьци ми. The use of parenthetical verba dicendi, however, shows a lot
more variation. One reason why this is so may be the broad array of usages of φησί, and
a felt need to differentiate in Slavic between its quotative and diatribal functions. Whereas
φησί in its quotative function (often used to identify Biblical quotes) is almost exclusively
translated as рече, the diatribal use of φησί results in a wider array of verbs; themost important
Slavic correspondences are enumerated in Table 2; a full overview is given in the Appendix.
This variety as opposed to the uniformity of the quotative marker рече clearly shows that the
translators were aware of the difference in function between quotative and diatribal φησί and
took this difference into account in the translation choices they made.16

Before we embark on a review of the different verb forms, a general statement is in place
about a conspicuous difference between L and S. In Greek, our sample of homilies has only
three different parenthetical verbs of the diatribal type, of which the vast majority is φησί(ν)
(65 instances), over against only one instance of λέγεις (L2) and two of ἐρεῖς (L18 and L40).
In the Slavic translation as transmitted in L, these Greek verbs are represented by 13 different
Slavic verb forms. This remarkable variety shows that a fixed equivalent of diatribal φησί
had not yet developed in Slavic and should partly be explained by the variety of translators
working on the Zlatostruj collection. However, the 13 verbs forms are reduced to seven in
S. This reduction is to be explained as a conscious editing practice by the scribe(s). We shall
encounter examples below, and explain these scribal choices along pragmatic lines.

What interests us now is not just how Greek diatribal φησί was initially translated into
Slavic, but also how it was preserved or modified in the manuscript traditions afterwards.
Therefore, Table 2 shows the correspondence of verbs forms between L and S. I shall now
discuss some of the main observations to be drawn from this table. Of the 75 diatribal verbs

15This does not mean that the 18 excluded homilies do not show any dialogical features at all. The phe-
nomenon of the diatribe is more restricted than the broad range of dialogical features that belong to ‘orality’
in a more general sense.
16The same distribution can be seen in the Izbornik 1073. Quotative φησί is regularly translated as рече,
whereas diatribal φησί shows a range of at least seven different verb forms (Kakridis, 2019, p. 145; 2020,
p. 260). A similar state of affairs exists in John the Exarch’s Hexaemeron (cf. Dekker, 2021b). It might be
argued that quotative φησί expresses an impersonal meaning, such as “heißt es, lautet es”, as is posited by
Bauer and Aland (1988, p. 1707–1708). This is plausible for its quotative use. However, such an impersonal
meaning cannot be posited ex nihilo for diatribal φησί. Also, Thyen’s (1955, p. 96) unsubstantiated claim
about an impersonal meaning for 2SG address in general in diatribal homilies remains unconvincing. Whereas
the impersonal, quotative meaning of φησί can be circumscribed as ‘it is said’, the more subjective stance and
polemical burden of a diatribal verb might be rendered more felicitously as ‘it is claimed’. This subject will
turn out to be relevant to our discussion of the ‘distancing’ function of diatribal verbs in Sect. 4.
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Table 2 Verb correspondences
between L and S S

рече речеши no verb other n/a Total

L рече 15 3 2 0 3 23
речеши 0 14 2 2 2 20
вѣща 1 1 0 0 2 4
дѣеши 0 2 0 2 0 4
/ 2 1 4 3 1 11
other 1 3 5 4 0 13
Total 19 24 13 11 8 75

Table 3 Deviant correlations to
be discussed L S Occurrences Examples

рече речеши 3 (1), (3)
вѣща рече, речеши 2 (4), (5)
дѣеши речеши 2 (7)
no verb рече, речеши 3 (8), (9)
рече, речеши no verb 4 (10)

extracted from the 22 homilies under consideration, the numerically strongest forms through-
out all manuscripts are рече (3SG.AOR) and речеши (2SG.PRES). рече has so far been considered
the ‘standard’, ‘canonical’ translation of φησί. This is not denied by the present data, but the
strong supplementary use of речеши should not be underestimated. Its use must be explained
from a pragmatic point of view.

In the following discussion, the main observations drawn from Table 2 will be illustrated
and explained by means of examples. This concerns the five major correlations presented in
Table 3.

The less frequent forms in Tables 2 and 3 (вѣща, дѣеши) will turn out to be pragmatically
most interesting. They tell us most about the scribe’s adequate or inadequate understanding
of diatribal strategies of textual organization. The most ‘canonical’ correspondence, viz.
φησί = рече, occurs 14 times where all consulted manuscripts agree (plus one as a translation
of λέγεις). This is an unsurprising distribution that has been amply discussed on the basis of
other texts (Dekker, 2021a, 2021b) and thus hardly needs to be illustrated by examples at this
point. Three additional instances of рече in L do not occur in S (n/a), because the passages
in question have been deleted in their entirety; these are not significant, either. The deletion
of passages in S is nothing unusual; it is part of the general ‘editorial’ principles of S. Two
instances of рече in L have речеши in S. This is a significant observation. One more instance
of рече is absent from F.п.I.46 but has речеши in VMČ.

The textological considerations discussed in Sect. 1.3 lead to the conclusion that речеши
must be an innovation in S in those cases where L has (and, presumably, the original trans-
lation had) рече. Of course, the diatribal use of речеши as such is not an innovation in S,
as it also occurs in L, although on a somewhat more limited scale. It was already a well-
established formula in the proto-collection, as reflected in those instances of речеши where L
and S correspond, but its use was reinforced in S: nine out of 23 uses of речеши in S are not to
be traced back to the original translation. This means that a significant part of its occurrences
in S are to be characterized as later copyists’ innovations. (Recall that they had no recourse
to the Greek text.)
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The use of речеши as an equivalent of φησί is not unique to the Zlatostruj. Its use has been
identified in John the Exarch’s Hexaemeron, too (Dekker, 2021b), although to a noticeably
lesser extent: of the 15 instances of diatribal φησί, four are translated as речеши, over against
nine instances of рече. However, it could not be determined in that study whether the Slavic
manuscript tradition showed any development in this respect. This lacuna can now be filled
with reference to the Zlatostruj, which shows that речеши was partly a feature of the original
translation, and partly the result of a slightly later reworking by Slavic scribes in S. Accord-
ingly, речеши had become a well-established diatribal formula already early on in the Preslav
literary centre.

In the original translation, as reflected in L, рече and речеши were co-equal renditions, al-
though рече is slightly more frequent (23 over against 20 tokens). Thus, речеши was a rather
widespread and fully acceptable diatribal formula already in L, as it occurs in 10 out of the
investigated 22 homilies. At a later stage, reflected in S, речеши even became the preferred
form (23 tokens), although рече still remained an acceptable variant (19 tokens). An inter-
esting observation in this respect is that diatribal рече occurs only twice in the investigated
homilies from the second part of L, i.e. from L46 upwards, which were incorporated into L
from the proto-collection at a slightly later date, after the initial selection of L1–L45 had been
made. This concerns one instance each in L72 (which is changed into речеши in VMČ, S44)
and L99. This observation underscores that the dominant use of речеwas indeed concentrated
in the earliest stages of the Zlatostruj’s textual history.

Importantly, out of the 23 instances where L has рече, only three were changed into речеши
in S (twice in L13, once in L72). This implies that рече was quite an acceptable diatribal
formula for the scribe(s) of proto-S, whereas other verbs, such as вѣща and дѣеши, were
more likely to be changed into речеши (one and two out of four instances, respectively), due
to their relative infrequency. This development is part of a general principle in S, viz. that
atypical verb forms are likelier to be exchanged for the more usual diatribal formulae рече
and речеши.

The cases where рече was changed into речеши have an important implication for our as-
sessment of the successful adoption of diatribal discourse in Slavic. Although the three cases
are not statistically significant, they do show the scribe’s adequate understanding of their di-
atribal function. The scribe correctly identified рече as a marker of the fictitious opponent’s
voice, i.e. not just of an ‘ordinary’ quote, and decided to reinforce this interpretation by us-
ing the more explicitly diatribal verb речеши, which cannot be used to identify quotes and is,
therefore, a more unambiguous marker of the diatribe.17 The following example is part of
the same exchange with the fictitious opponent as in (1), but now in its ‘revised’ version as
represented in S:

(3) нъ речеши ми. тъ бо петръ бѣ. да чьто ͞члвче. не петрови того обѣщалъ тъчию. (S10,
F.п.I.46, 18в)
Но речеши ми: тъ бо Петръ бѣ. Да что, человѣче? Не Петрови бо того обѣщал
точью. (S10; VMČ 1226)

If речеши appears in S as a substitute for another verb in L, the eliminated verb can sometimes
be рече, as seen in (1) and (3) above, but more often, it concerns verbs that are less frequent
as diatribal markers, such as вѣща:

17An alternative explanation for the change of person might be that the scribe interpreted рече as 2SG.AOR.
This is not very probable because of the widespread use of рече as a quotative marker for e.g. Biblical quotes,
where positing the use of a 2SG form can hardly be a tenable hypothesis.
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(4) Ἀλλ’ ἐκεῖνος Ἀβραὰμ, φησὶν, ἦν. Καὶ μὴν σὺ ἐπὶ μείζονα ἐκλήθης σκάμματα. (PG
61, 360)

Opponent: ‘But he was Abraham, he says.’
Preacher: ‘Well, you have surely been called to greater feats.’

нъ̏ о῎н̀ъ а῎врамъ б̀ѣ вѣ́ща, а῎ тъ̏ н�ⷭѣ, то̀ на множаи҆ша ли сѧ позва трᲈды (L10, MDA 43,
90v)

н҄ѫ о῎нъ а҆вра́аⷨ бѣ веща. а̓́ тъ̏ нⷭ�ѣ. то̏ на мно́жаи҆ша ли сѧ позва троу́ды (L10, MAB F.19
№ 238, 100r)

нъ оно аврамъ бѣ речеши. а аꙁъ нѣсмь. (S53; F.п.I.46, 155б)
Но оно Авраамъ бѣ, речеши, а азъ нѣсмь. (S53; VMČ 1434)

We can see that the final phrase has been omitted in S. In addition, the referential framework
of the middle phrase is different in L (а῎ тъ̏ н�ⷭѣ) and S (а азъ нѣсмь). The version in L seems to
be closer to the Greek, which contains a 2SG pronoun σὺ, but the phrase as such is constructed
differently even in L, as compared to the Greek edition. I suppose the difference is either due
to Greek manuscript variation (μὴν vs. μή) or to the translator misreading μὴν as μή. His
already corrupted rendition is then further mutilated in S. In L, the prase а῎ тъ̏ н�ⷭѣ forms the
beginning of the preacher’s rebuttal, but in S, а азъ нѣсмь is a continuation of the opponent’s
objection.

The use of вѣща as a translation of diatribal φησί in our sample of homilies is limited
to L10. Dimitrova (2016a, p. 148) characterizes the lexicon of L10 as somewhat atypical.
Although she does not mention вѣща, it would certainly fit into her list of atypical corre-
spondences in L10. It is, therefore, not completely surprising to see that it was changed into
речеши in S53. More significant than the change of verb, however, is the change of tense
(aorist → present) and person (3SG → 2SG). These cannot be explained away as the replace-
ment of a relatively rare Preslavism by a more common lexeme. I shall come back to this
issue in greater detail in Sect. 4 below.

The following exchange is part of a discourse on the mourning of the dead. The fictitious
interlocutor justifies his mourning by referring to the unknown destiny of the deceased one,
which is rebutted by Chrysostom by means of a reproving question (5). Chrysostom then
insists that the opponent should know the destiny of the dead, according to whether he lived
well or not.

(5) Ἀλλ’ οὐκ οἶδα ποῖ κεχώρηκε, φησί. Διὰ τί οὐκ οἶδας; εἰπέ μοι· (PG 61, 360)
‘But I do not know where he has gone, he says. Why do you not know, tell me?’
нъ̏ не вѣдѣ камо и῎доу вѣ́ща. не вѣси се̏ повѣжⷣь ми (L10; MDA 43, 90v)
Нѫ҃ не вѣдѣ ка́мо и҆дѫ вѣща. н҄о не вѣси с҄е повѣжь ми (L10; MAB F.19 № 238, 100v)
не вѣде рече камо иде ѹмьрꙑи. не вѣси ли. се повѣжь ми. (S53; F.п.I.46, 155б)
Не виде, рече, камо иды умрый. Не вѣси ли се? повѣж̾дь ми. (S53; VMČ
1434–1435)

Once again, the rather exceptional use of вѣща ‘said-3SG.AOR’ as a diatribal verb is amended
in S, where another clarifying word is added (умрый), to make the subject of the phrase ex-
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plicit. In addition, the position of the parenthetical verbwas shifted backward in the sentence.
The opponent’s нъ, used to introduce his objection (which is a typical diatribal formula, cf.
Table 1), is also eliminated in S. This shows that the scribe(s) who reworked S did not always
felicitously interpret the diatribal features in the absence of the Greek original. In (5), this
is only a minor issue, but there are examples, such as (10), where the elimination or mutila-
tion of diatribal features can even become a drawback to the intelligibility of the discourse
structure in S.

As follows fromTable 2, рече can sometimes be turned into речеши (thrice), but the reverse
direction is not attested in our data: where L has речеши, this is never amended to рече in S,
which underscores once more that речеши was a fully accepted variety of a diatribal formula.
There would seem to be one exception to this rule in VMČ, but the use of a 2PL.PRES form in
F.п.I.4618 and some other peculiarities in VMČ19 would indicate that S is corrupted. These
irregularities cause this particular example to be classified under ‘other’ in Table 2:

(6) [14446] Τί γάρ; [14447] ἡ Ἐκκλησία οὐκ ἔχει; [14448] φησίν.
[14449] Ἔχει· [14450] ἀλλὰ τί τοῦτο πρὸς ὑμᾶς;
(In Acta Apostolorum homilia XLV )
Opponent: ‘What then? Does not the church have means?’ he says.
Preacher: ‘She does; but what is that to you-(2PL)?’
речешиⷤ то̀ црк҃ви не и҆маⷮ лѝ и῎мѣнїѧ. и҆маⷮ нъ̏ что̀ тᲈ ва́мъ (L88; MDA 43, 453r)
речете же ми. то ͞цркꙑ не имать ли имѣниꙗ. имать нъ чь|то тѹ вамъ. (S30; F.п.I.46,
193а-б)
Рече же ми: то церкы не имам ли, имѣнiа имат. Но что ту вамъ? (S30; VMČ
1307)

Another verb form requiring some attention isдѣеши, as illustrated by (7). In L45, a large part
of the ethicon is devoted to an admonition to obey the priest. The fictitious opponent voices
an objection, namely that the priest often does not live up to his own teaching. Chrysostom
rebuts that it is not the priest who speaks, but Christ speaks through him:

(7) [00449] Καὶ πῶς ἐμοὶ λέγει, φησὶν, αὐτὸς οὐ ποιῶν;
[00450] Οὐκ αὐτός σοι λέγει·
[00451] εἰ αὐτῷ πείθῃ, μισθὸν οὐκ ἔχεις·
[00452] ὁ Χριστός σοι ταῦτα παραινεῖ.
(In epistolam secundam ad Timotheum homilia II)
Opponent: ‘And how does he tell me this, he says, when he does not practice it
himself?’
Preacher: ‘It is not he that speaks to you. If you rely on him, you have no reward. It
is Christ who admonishes you thus.’
то како дѣеши мнѣ гл҃еть. а самъ не творѧ. нъ не то то гл҃еть. а҆ще лѝ и҆ томоу не вѣроуе̓ши
то̀ мьзыⷣ не и῎маш́и. хс҃ бо̀ оу῎чить (L45; MDA 43, 267v)
речеши же ми то како мънѣ ͞глеть самъ не творѧ того. нъ не тъ то ͞гле. аще ли и томѹ не
вѣрѹѥши то мьꙁдꙑ не имаши. ͞хсъ бо то ѹчить (S23; F.п.I.46, 47г)

18This form речете (which is the only occurrence in my sub-corpus) can be explained as a scribe’s intervention,
probably due to the presence of a 2PL form (вамъ) in the preacher’s response.
19The use of the 1SG.PRES form имам instead of 3SG.PRES имат may be a misreading by the editors. Note
also the editors’ (VMČ 1307) erroneous punctuation in (6).
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Речеши ми: то како мнѣ глаголеть а самъ не творя того? но не то глаголя. Аще
ли и тому не вѣруеши, то и мъзды не имаши. Христос бо то учить. (S23; VMČ
1274)

The opponent’s objection is identified by a parenthetical φησὶν, which is turned into a 2SG
дѣеши in Slavic (L). This is a more explicit signal of a diatribal strategy than the more ‘neu-
tral’φησὶν. It is, however, a rather rare diatribal verb (in our sample of 22 homilies, it occurrs
only four times in L and twice in S); Dimitrova (2016a, pp. 307–308) considers the use of
this verb to be a typical Preslavism. This ‘rarity’ is mended towards the more usual речеши
in S. It should be noted, though, that this is not the only thing that is changed. Cases are rare
where only the verb is replaced in S and all else remains as it was. Thus, in this example,
it may be argued that the verb is not parenthetical anymore in S.20 Interestingly, in three of
our four cases, дѣеши is used where the Greek edition has no verb. The fourth case (7) is a
translation of φησὶν. All four cases are concentrated in a cluster of homilies towards the end
of the ‘core’ part of L, viz. L37, L40 and L45 (2x), on the Acts of the Apostles and Paul’s
Epistles to Timothy. This may be an indication that this cluster of homilies was translated
by the same person. Dimitrova (2016a) characterizes the translation of most of these hom-
ilies as “свободен”, “не е буквален” etc. She notes the use of the verb дѣти as a peculiar
feature when discussing homilies L37 and L45 (Ibid., p. 274; 308).21 Thus, we can con-
sider the form дѣеши to be a peculiarity of one particular translator, whose idiosyncrasy was
eliminated in two of the four cases in S, and exchanged for the more common form речеши.

The scribe’s intervention in S can sometimes result in a wrong placement of a verb where
there is none in L. In the following example, the Greek edition does not have a diatribal
verb, nor does L, but рече is inserted in VMČ. Apparently, the scribe misinterpreted the
phrase, as if it rendered the fictitious opponent’s voice, in which case a diatribal verb would
have helped the reader’s understanding. In this case, however, the phrase is the preacher’s
voice responding to the opponent’s earlier objection that a priest who misbehaves cannot be
ordained of God:

(8) [00415] Εἰ γὰρ δι’ ὄνου, καὶ διὰ Βαλαὰμ, διὰ μιαροῦ ἀνθρώπου, τοῦ λαοῦ ἕνεκεν
ἐλάλησε, πολλῷ μᾶλλον διὰ τοῦ ἱερέως.
(In epistolam secundam ad Timotheum homilia II)
For if he spoke, for the sake of the people, through an ass, and through Balaam, an
abominable man, much rather (will He speak) through the priest.
Есть лѝ б҄о о῎слѧтеⷨ. и҆ валомоⷨ скврьномъ члк҃мь, людѣи́ дѣлѧ бесѣдоваⷯ. то множае паче
чиститель (L45; MDA 43, 267r)
Елико бо ослятемъ и Валаамомомъ сквер̾ныимъ человѣкомъ бесѣдовах, рече,
то множае паче чистителемъ. (S23; VMČ 1273)

20Note also that the negation in all Slavic versions (не вѣроуе̓ши) is due to the translator’s flawed understanding
of the phrase. The sense in Greek is that if you just trust or obey the priest as such, i.e. as an ordinary man,
you do not get a reward in the afterlife. You are supposed to believe him because he is divinely accredited, i.e.
Christ is speaking through him. The Slavic translator does not seem to identify this meaning and translates
that if you disbelieve the priest, you do not get a reward.
21Dimitrova (2016a, p. 303) also notes the use of the verb form дѣѥ, as translating φησίν, in L44. This
concerns two cases of a non-parenthetical use of the verb. The same form occurs both in L (MDA 43, 265r)
and in S (VMČ 1296). In F.п.I.46, the passage is corrupt; the first instance of дѣѥ is left out, the second has
дѣ (56в).
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Cases like this are relatively easy to explain, as they show that the scribe was concerned to
make the text more explicit where the distribution of the different voices might be difficult
to disentangle. However, in this case the scribe himself became confused, too.

Another clear example is found in L18, where neither L nor the Greek edition have a
diatribal verb. Accordingly, the likeliest scenario is that the original Slavic translation did
not have a verb, either. The verb (речеши, according to F.п.I.46) must have been inserted in S
by the scribe who edited the homilies he selected for proto-S. VMČ has рещи, which is most
likely to be a scribal error. This example shows once more that речеши was an active and
productive diatribal formula, as it could spontaneously be inserted without any incentive in
the scribe’s Vorlage.

(9) [01115] Τί οὖν τοῦτό ἐστι τὸ χάρισμα;
[01116] Ἡ ἀγάπη.
(In epistolam ad Hebraeos homilia III)
‘What then is this gift?’
‘Love.’
кыи̓́ же то̀ даръ е҆сть, не любо лѝ (L18; MDA 43, 126v)
кꙑи же то даръ ѥсть речеши. не любꙑ ли. (S54; F.п.I.46, 157б)
Кый же то даръ есть рещи? Не любы ли? (S54; VMČ 1439)

However, in spite of an added diatribal verb, it remains unclear who says what, even when
taking the wider context into account. After all, речеши can be meant to refer back to the first
phrase or forward to the second, and punctuation in F.п.I.46 is unreliable and inconsistent.
Thus, even though the scribe’s objective in adding a parenthetical verb must have been to
clarify the passage, his scribal intervention does not necessarily result in greater clarity.

The opposite direction is harder to explain, i.e. where L has a diatribal verb which is
absent from S. The first assumption that might come to mind, based on the textological
considerations discussed above, is that the editor of proto-S just chose to leave the verb
out, for reasons best known to himself. This is, however, not very probable. Why would
a scribe on purpose leave out a disambiguating element, when this deletion makes the text
less understandable for its intended readership? The following sentence exemplifies that the
leaving out of the verb often goes hand in hand with the elimination or attenuation of other
diatribal elements:

(10) [01832] Ἀλλ’ οὐκ ἤνεγκάν τινες, φησὶ, τὴν χηρείαν, ἀλλὰ συμφοραῖς περιέπεσον·
(In epistolam secundam ad Timotheum homilia VII)
‘But some, he says, did not endure widowhood, and have fallen into many misfor-
tunes.’
нъ̏ не стрьпѣша ре́че мно́sи в�довьства. вь напасти в�падоша (L38; MDA 43, 235r)
не сътьрпѣша бо мноꙁи въдовьства. нъ въ напасти въпадоша. (S61; F.п.I.46, 171а)
не стерпѣша бо мнозѣ в̾довс̾тва но в напасти в пасти впадоша (S61; VMČ 1469)

The diatribal formula ἀλλὰ / нъ has been eliminated from S. Instead, the conjunction бо is
added, which establishes a continuity in argumentation, as opposed to the contrastive con-
junction нъ, which serves to introduce an objection, i.e. an opposing line of thought. Thus,
the logical coherence of the text is ruined in S.22 Instances like this are typical of S, where

22Consider the wider context of this example: “Yet let us attend to what follows”, “But she is happier if she
so abide.” This state is much better than the other. Wherefore? for many reasons. For if it is better not to
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not just the verb is changed, but also other changes tend to be made to the structure of the
dialogue. There are 25 cases where L and S have different verbs. Apart from little differ-
ences in spelling or word order, only 8 instances show no significant deviations other than
the verb itself. Thus, in 17 out of 25 cases, there are deviations in the referential structure of
the sentence, or stretches of text are left out (usually in S).

The most important observation so far has been that the less typical forms in L, such as
дѣеши and вѣща, tend to be suppressed in S and replaced by other, more common forms,
most notably рече and речеши. The variation in L shows that different translators must have
been at work: the Zlatostruj as a whole is certainly not to be traced back to one translator.
This is in accordance with statements in the research literature (e.g. Dimitrova, 2016a, p.
450).

Some clusters can be identified, based on the sequence of homilies on each New Tes-
tament book. Thus, for instance, the six investigated homilies from the series on the Acts
of the Apostles never contain diatribal рече, but seven instances of речеши and seven other
diatribal verb forms. In the three homilies from the sequence on Romans, on the other hand,
речеши does not occur, but diatribal рече occurs 12 times. These are just some preliminary
observations; more research into the composition of the original Zlatostruj is needed. The
whole work needs to be taken into account; even a substantial sample like our 22 homilies is
not quantitatively significant enough to assign homilies or clusters of homilies to individual
translators.

We have so far not discussed those instances where no parenthetical verb is present at all.
The differentiation of voices remains implicit there. There is no way of investigating this
phenomenon quantitatively, as there are no tangible linguistic parameters involved according
to which the instances might be measured. The voices just follow each other in their logical
sequence, and the reader/hearer has to isolate them by referring to the contents and context.
In the oral delivery of his homilies, the preacher would have used intonation to demarcate the
voices. In the written sources that have remained, only a logical analysis of the polemical
positions can lead to a hypothesis about the different voices. This task is not undertaken
in the present study. We concentrate on the explicit disambiguation strategies provided by
parenthetical verbs.

4 The pragmatic functions of diatribal parenthetical verbs

Building on the quantitative data and the ensuing observations made in Sect. 3, I shall now
proceed to make the following two arguments:

(a) 2SG forms (e.g. речеши) as used in diatribal discourse are not pragmatically equivalent
to 3SG forms (e.g. вѣща, рече),

(b) the development in the use of Slavic diatribal verbs, as discussed in Sect. 3, led to an
enhancement of some of their diatribal functions.

In doing so, I want to enlarge on the twomain functions of the hitherto discussed parenthetical
verbs, viz. (i) disambiguating and (ii) distancing, from a pragmatic point of view. Again,

marry at all than to marry, much more in this case. “But some, you say, could not endure widowhood, and
have fallen into many misfortunes”. Yes; because they know not what widowhood is” (transl. Schaff vol.
13, p. 503). The underlined phrase corresponds to (10) and shows clearly that the sense of the sentence is
an objection that stands in contrast to the preacher’s line of argumentation. Neither the elimination of нъ and
рече, nor the insertion of бо is, therefore, conducive to the text’s felicitous interpretation.
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our focus is not primarily rhetorical, because we start from the linguistic elements on the
micro-level and determine their function in discourse.

The first function of parenthetical verbs in their diatribal usage (i.e. distancing) allows
the preacher to position himself polemically over against the opponent’s point of view. He
uses parenthetical verba dicendi to signal his disapproval for the position attributed to the op-
ponent and distance himself from it. The second function (i.e. disambiguation) is to help the
hearers identify the dramatically performed voice as belonging to the fictitious opponent, and
not to the preacher himself. Thus, one function places the preacher over against the attacked
position; the other positions him in relation to the hearers in church. These two functions will
turn out to be especially relevant when discussing the use of 2SG forms. Whereas essentially
all diatribal verbs share the two functions (although to different degrees), the 2SG forms are
better suited for both functions.

As has been demonstrated by the data discussed in Sect. 3, the use of 2SG parentheti-
cal verb forms in the Zlatostruj is to be traced back to two different backgrounds, viz. the
original translators and later Slavic scribes. It is, therefore, expedient to give a functional
explanation for the more widespread use of 2SG forms in the Slavic translation generally,
i.e. as compared to the Greek original, and the (albeit moderately) increased preference for
2SG forms in the Slavic manuscript tradition as represented by S. It was a Slavic innovation
initially implemented by the translators, but reinforced and stabilized by later scribes. The
reason for this was not grammatical, for there was an already well-established alternative
(рече), which corresponded more closely to φησί in terms of grammatical equivalence.

The increasing preference for 2SG forms, most notably речеши, has some significant im-
plications for the theoretical analysis of the fictitious opponent’s voice in the field of prag-
matics.23 The change seems trivial, but when a 2SG form is substituted for a 3SG form, the
parenthetical nature of the verb remains the same on the syntactic level, though not on the
pragmatic level. This statement requires some explanation.

A first useful terminological distinction can be made based on Clark’s (1996) theory of
“layering”. He distinguishes two layers “in all nonserious actions” (1996, p. 353). When the
preacher addresses a fictitious opponent, he is acting on the fictitious level of Layer 2. The
discussion on this fictitious level does not occur in real life (the opponent does not necessarily
exist at all, or is long dead, absent or an abstract specimen of the hearers in church), and is
therefore “nonserious” in Clark’s terminology. The fictitious layer is embedded into the
real-life setting of Layer 1: everything on this level is “serious” (1996, p. 354), i.e. what
the preacher is really doing, viz. delivering a sermon to his hearers in church. His hearers in
church are expected to know when the preacher is addressing them as a congregation, and
when he is enacting a polemical discourse on the fictitious level. In Clark’s terms, the hearers
are capable of interpreting “layered meaning” (1996, p. 359). 3SG parenthetical verbs, such
as φησί, are part of Layer 1 only: they are not part of the opponent’s objection, but serve to
identify the opponent’s voice:

(11) [00458] Ἀλλ’ ἐκεῖνος ὀφείλει μου βελτίων εἶναι, φησί.
[00459] Διὰ τί;
[00460] Ὅτι ἱερεύς ἐστι.
(In epistolam secundam ad Timotheum homilia II)
Opponent: ‘But he is bound to be better than I, he says.

23Note that the field of pragmatics is understood here in a broad sense, as advocated by, e.g., Ariel (2010).
Thus, the field of pragmatics encompasses any elements of meaning that are not encoded grammatically, but
to be interpreted by pragmatic inference. This definition of pragmatics opens a wider scope than, for instance,
traditional topics such as speech acts.
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Preacher: ‘Why?’
Opponent: ‘Because he is a priest.’
нъ̏ о῎номоу ᲈ̓н�ше ме́не быти речеши. почто̀ не им�же лѝ чи́ститель е̓́сть (L45; MDA 43,
267v)
Но оному е, речеши, уньшю мене быти. Почто? не имже ли чиститель есть?
(S23; VMČ 1274)

Thus, the fictitious level (Layer 2) is ‘interrupted’ by φησί. The author is enacting the fic-
titious opponent’s voice, but interrupts his enactment in order to signal to his audience in
church (Layer 1) that he is enacting the opponent’s voice. Thus, φησί is not part of the
opponent’s voice and therefore does not function on the fictitious level. The same applies
to Slavic 3SG forms such as рече. When a 2SG form is used, as in the Slavic translation of
(11), both in L45 and S23, the theoretical constellation is somewhat more complicated. The
verb is still not a part of the opponent’s voice, and therefore parenthetical, but the verb’s 2SG
addressee is the fictitious interlocutor, so that the fictitious level as such is not interrupted.
At the same time, the pragmatic function of the verb is geared towards the actual audience
in church: they are to understand whose voice is enacted, and the verb is inserted for their
benefit. Thus, the parenthetical verb is moved from the real-life level to the fictitious level,
although its main function remains to play a role on the real-life level.24

Interestingly, the opponent’s answer to the preacher’s question in (11) is rephrased as
a question in Slavic by the particle ли.25 Can it be that the translator interpreted this as a
rhetorical question by the preacher? Or can it still be the opponent’s reply, even though it
is a question? The next example decisively shows that the opponent’s answer (as signaled
unequivocally by речеши) can be rephrased as a question in Slavic:

(12) [00469] Πόθεν γὰρ, ὅτι οὐκ ἔστι σου βελτίων;
[00470] Ἐὰν κλέπτῃ, φησὶ, καὶ ἱεροσυλῇ.
[00471] Πόθεν οἶδας, ἄνθρωπε;
(In epistolam secundam ad Timotheum homilia II)
Preacher: ‘For whence (do you know) that he (i.e. the priest) is not better than you?’
Opponent: ‘If he steals, he says, and commits sacrilege.’
Preacher: ‘Whence do you know, o man?’
ѿкѹдѹ бо̀ вѣ́си ꙗ̓ко нѣⷭ� тебе ѹ῎нїи́. не и̓м̾же лѝ ре́чеши ꙗ̓́ко крадеⷮ цркⷪ�внаѧ̀. то̀ чи́мъ ты̏
вѣ́си члч҃е (L45; MDA 43, 267v)

I want to emphasize again at this point the importance of the distinction between quotative
and diatribal parenthetical verbs. This distinction has implications first of all for the verbs’
disambiguating function. Our whole discussion about layering, and the fictitious level, is
not applicable to ordinary (Biblical) quotes, because they are not enacted dramatically, as

24Goffman’s notion of “frame” is applicable to speech acts thatAustin dismisses as “non-serious” (McCawley,
1999, p. 618). In this sense, Chrysostom’s performed exchanges with a fictitious opponent are a clear example
of “framed” discourse: it occurs within another frame. This terminology is compatible with Clark’s (1996,
p. 354), who visualizes his layers by drawing a pyramid of rectangles, i.e. Layer 2 is on top of and enclosed
by Layer 1. In these terms, речеши is ‘framed’ (or ‘layered’), рече is not. The former involves an extra layer
in the communication, because it is addressed to the fictitious opponent on Layer 2. Paradoxically, this more
complex configuration more easily facilitates a correct interpretation for the audience, thanks to the enhanced
disambiguating function of речеши.
25Note a similar use of ли in (9).
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diatribal dialogue is. Thus, the diatribal verbs in examples (11) and (12), as well as the other
examples discussed in Sect. 3, differ from the well-known, ‘ordinary’quotative parenthetical
рече (cf. Kamčatnov, 2004) in that they have a more narrowly defined sphere of use. This
difference comes to the fore especially when 2SG forms are used. An ordinary quotative use
of parenthetical 2SG forms such as речеши has not been attested in the literature so far. This
implies that 2SG verbs are more specific to the diatribe and, therefore, better suited to their
discursive task: they signal not just the presence of another voice in the discourse, but specify
more unequivocally that it represents the fictitious opponent’s voice within the diatribe. In
other words: the fictitious opponent’s objection, identified by a 2SG form, such as речеши,
cannot be misinterpreted as a mere quote. This points to a more felicitous performance
of the first function of diatribal verbs, viz. disambiguation. Their use is less ambiguous
than that of, e.g., рече, which is a rather general marker of any non-authorial voice and has a
broad bandwidth of applications: it can mark a Biblical quote (which the preacher adduces to
support his own argumentation) as well a fictitious opponent’s heretical objection (which the
preacher then has to rebuff). That leads us on to the second function, viz. that of distancing.
It is here that the difference between quotative and diatribal verba dicendi appears even more
clearly. They serve not only to disambiguate voices for the benefit of the audience, but also
to convey a subjective stance towards the content of the stretch of represented speech.

In previous research on the diatribe in the Slavic realm, I have so far employed Genette’s
(2004) narratological theory of speaker metalepsis and Clark’s (1996) theory of conversa-
tional pragmatics as tools for analyzing the fictitious layer of diatribal discourse. These
approaches, though useful in themselves, can benefit from being supplemented by Goff-
man’s (1981) theory of participant roles and its more linguistically-oriented sophistication
by Levinson (1988). Now, if we analyse examples (11) and (12) in terms of Goffman’s “par-
ticipation roles”, but slightly modified by Levinson (1988, p. 169), who divides them into
“production roles” and “reception roles”, we arrive at the following considerations.

When Chrysostom enacts the fictitious opponent’s voice, the latter, even though he does
not exist in real life, is the “principal” (the one who adheres to the ideas expressed). At the
same time, Chrysostom always remains not only the “animator” (the one who performs the
voice) but also the “author” (the one who puts the ideas into words). This implies that he is
completely in charge. The opponent’s objection is seen through the preacher’s prism.26

The fact that Chrysostom is the “author” makes him susceptible to distort (for rhetorical
reasons) the viewpoint of the fictitious opponent whose voice he is enacting. This distortion
is most obvious when the objection comes from a fictitious heretic, whose views are censured
more briskly than those of an abstract specimen of the hearers in church, who is rather treated
as an ignorant but benevolent conversation partner. As I pointed out already, the latter is
more prevalent in most of the ethicon parts of the homilies investigated for this study. Still,
evidence can be found that the fictitious opponent’s objections are sometimes skewed to such
an extent that it is unrealistic to assume such on objection to be based on a real-life context.
The preacher uses (or abuses) this distortion for his own rhetorical ends, viz. imposing
orthodox doctrine and practice on his hearers by exaggerating alternative points of view. A
fictitious opponent is obviously unable to step in and rectify this unfair treatment.

(13) [07975] Ἀλλ’ ἐρεῖς· [07976] Τί μοι χρεία πόνων καὶ ταλαιπωρίας, ἐξὸν ἀπονητὶ
πάντα ἀπολύσασθαι;
(In Acta Apostolorum homilia XXIII)

26Needless to say, when Chrysostom produces his own voice, addressing his fictitious opponent in speaker
metalepsis, he performs all three production roles, viz. animator, author and principal. Of course, he is in full
charge there, too.
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‘But you will say: What is the use to me of toil and hard labour, when it is possible
to be acquitted of all (my sins) without fatigue?’
но̏ ре́чеши на коую῎ ми потрѣбоу стртⷭь и҆ томленїе́. а҆ могᲈщоу без� троу́да разрⷣѣшити (L40;
MDA 43, 253v)

This example reflects a theological position that Chrysostom would hardly have attributed
directly to any of his hearers in church. If any of them were slothful enough to hold this
position, they would nevertheless not have phrased it in such an outright way. Thus, on
the one hand, the intermediary function of the fictitious opponent allows the preacher to use
exaggeration (hyperbole) when presenting the opposing point of view, so that he can contend
that there is no reasonable alternative to his own orthodox views; on the other hand, it allows
him to attack his congregation in an indirect way (attenuation), because the one who gets the
punches is but fictitious. These two functions of the fictitious opponent coincide nicely with
the two aforementioned functions of parenthetical verbs within the diatribe.

The linguistic expression of distancing resides primarily in the parenthetical verb.27
Again, this is a function of diatribal verbs as opposed to quotative ones. The latter have the
opposite function, viz. to support the author’s argument as he adduces a favourable quote.
In the case of both φησί and рече, which can also be used as an impersonal quotative marker,
this subjective stance has to be deduced from the context. In the case of речеши, which is less
neutral and has a more overtly polemical tone, the distancing function is verbalized more
explicitly, thanks to their more exclusively diatribal function.

The pragmatic functionality of речеши is thus straightforward: it serves as an explicit
signal of the performance of a fictitious opponent’s objection, rather than the reproduction
of a quote. This is a feature of the diatribe that is consistently developed in Slavic and taken
further than its equivalent in the Greek original. (Parenthetical λέγεις and ἐρεῖς do exist,
but they occur only very sparingly; respectively once and twice in our sample of homilies.)
Chafe (1982, p. 46) carefully posits that the use of second-person forms is “a symptom of
involvement”. This is an aspect of the diatribe that shows a significant development on Slavic
soil, with the increase of 2SG forms. Involvement means that the speaker is more directly
involved in immediate interaction with the audience or addressee(s), so that the discourse is
of a more dialogical nature.

To return to the two statements made at the beginning of this section: we have argued
that there is indeed no pragmatic equivalence between 2SG and 3SG forms. This does not
mean that there is a difference in terms of e.g. speech acts, but both relate differently to
the fictitious and real-life levels that are so central to a correct interpretation of the diatribe.
In addition, the disambiguating and distancing functions come to light to different degrees
in each form. Thus, both functions being represented more felicitously in речеши, this may
be part of the explanation for why it gained popularity as a diatribal marker (a) in Slavic
over against the Greek original and (b) in S over against L at the detriment of some (rare
or frequent) 3SG forms, as was established in Sect. 3. Both рече and речеши form the core
components of a more homogeneous set of diatribal parenthetical verbs. Amore uniform set
of verbs means that they are more distinctive and thus better recognizable as a specifically
Slavic manifestation of the Cynic-Stoic diatribe.

27In the orally delivered homily, intonation must have played a role, too. This is an element that is, obviously,
lost in written transmission.
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5 Concluding remarks

We have seen that the initial variety of parenthetical verb forms in L is partially suppressed
in S. This homogenization results in an increased conventionalization of the most common
formulae, viz. рече and речеши. The diatribal use of 2SG forms such as ἐρεῖς was also known
in Greek, but is, at least in Chrysostom’s homilies, by far not so widespread as its Slavic
counterpart речеши. The latter can, therefore, be characterized not so much as an absolute
innovation in Slavic, as rather the reinforcement of a phenomenon of which the germ was al-
ready available incipiently in Greek. The Slavic translators of the Zlatostruj proto-collection
picked this element up and established it as a solid feature of the diatribe in Slavic. Later
scribes of S reinforced its use. It is, therefore, justified to speak of the development of a
distinctive feature of the Slavic diatribe in its own right. The increased use of 2SG forms,
which had been observed in its incipient stages in other (Old) Church Slavonic texts, has
now been solidified in the Zlatostruj collection, most notably as a prominent innovation in
S. At the same time, the already well-established formula рече remained prominent as a dia-
tribal marker as well; it is pragmatically more akin to Greek φησί, both in its quotative and
its diatribal use.

We discussed two functions of parenthetical verbs in their diatribal usage, viz. distancing
and disambiguation. Although these functions come to the fore in all diatribal verbs, the
2SG речеши represents these two functions better than most alternative verb forms. Thus,
its increased use in Slavic shows that the diatribal element of parenthetical verbs has been
successfully received, perpetuated and reinforced in Slavia orthodoxa.

Topics for further research include other diatribal formulae in the Zlatostruj. The paren-
thetical verbs are the main diatribal feature, but there are others, as shown in Table 1. These
should also be systematically investigated. In addition, the argumentative and rhetorical
structure of fictitious dialogical exchanges without parenthetical verbs should be charted
and analyzed. Most importantly, the topic of the diatribe should be pursued in its further
development in the Orthodox Slavic realm. To this end, several original works (i.e. not
translated from or based on Greek works) should be investigated, most notably the works of
Maksim Grek and Iosif Volockij (Joseph of Volokolamsk). The present author is currently
working on the latter’s original Slavic compositions.

Appendix: Table of diatribal verbs in the Zlatostruj

Note: ‘/’ refers to the absence of a diatribal verb. ‘n/a’ refers to cases where the entire
corresponding section of text is absent from the manuscript in question. The two leftmost
columns refer to the number of the homilies in L and S.

L S

L S Greek MDA 43 MAB F.19, № 238 RGB ф.98 №240 F.п.I.46 VMČ

2 63 λέγεις рече рече рече рече
2 63 φησὶ рече рече рече рече

10 53 φησὶν вѣща веща речеши речеши
10 53 φησὶν вѣща вѣща n/a n/a
10 53 φησί вѣща вѣща рече рече
10 53 φησὶν рече рече рече рече
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L S

10 53 / / / речеши речеши
10 53 φησὶν / / / глаголеши
10 53 φησίν вѣща вѣща n/a n/a

11 52 φησὶν рече рече рече рече
11 52 φησὶν рече рече рече рече

13 10 φησὶν рече речет рече рече
13 10 φησὶν рече рече речеши речеши
13 10 φησί рече рече речеши речеши
13 10 φησὶ рече рече рече рече

14 60 φησὶν / / / /
14 60 φησὶν рече рече n/a n/a
14 60 φησὶν рече рече n/a n/a
14 60 φησί рече рече рече рече
14 60 φησί рече рече рече рече
14 60 φησίν рече рече рече рече
14 60 φησίν рече рече рече рече
14 60 φησίν рече рече n/a n/a

18 54 ἐρεῖς речеши речеши речеши речеши
18 54 / / / речеши рещи
18 54 φησὶν речемъ речеши речеши речеши

19 55 φησὶν / / / /

27 9 φησὶν рече рече рече рече

31 13 / речеши речеши n/a n/a
31 13 φησί речеши речеши речеши речеши
31 13 φησίν речеши речеши n/a n/a
31 13 φησὶν речеши речеши речеши речеши
31 13 φησίν речеши речеши / /

36 28 φησὶν речено n/a / /

37 58 φησὶν дѣе дѣе / /
37 58 / дѣеши дѣеши дѣи дѣй
37 58 φησὶ рече рече рече рече

38 61 φησί рече рече / /
38 61 φησὶν рече рече рече рече
38 61 φησὶ рече n/a / /
38 61 φησί речеши n/a речеши речеши
38 61 φησὶν речеши n/a рекъши речеши
38 61 φησὶ n/a n/a / рече
38 61 φησὶ n/a n/a / /

40 57 φησὶν гл҃еть гл҃ѧть гл҃ють глаголють
40 57 φησὶν хощеши ми рещи хощеши ми рещи речеши речеши
40 57 / дѣеши дѣеши речеши речеши
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40 57 φησὶν речеши речеши / /
40 57 φησί гл҃ють гл҃ѧть гл҃ють глаголють
40 57 φησί речет речеть речеши речеши
40 57 ἐρεῖς речеши речеши речеши речеши

42 15 φησὶν рекше рекше / /

45 23 / / / рече рече
45 23 φησὶν речеши речеши речеши речеши
45 23 φησὶν дѣеши дѣеши речеши речеши
45 23 φησί речеши речеши речеши речеши
45 23 / дѣеши дѣеши дѣеши дѣеши
45 23 φησὶ речеши речеши речеши речеши
45 23 φησὶ речеши речеши речеши речеши

72 44 φησὶ рекоуще рекоуще рече рече
72 44 φησὶν / / n/a n/a
72 44 φησίν рече рече / речеши
72 44 φησὶ / / рече рече

78 45 φησι речеши речеши n/a речеши

87 6 φησὶν / / / /
87 6 φησὶ речеши речеши речеши речеши

88 30 φησίν речеши речеши речете рече
88 30 φησὶ не рци не рци не рьци не рци
88 30 φησί n/a n/a / /

99 24 φησὶν рече рече рече рече

102 3 φησίν речеши речеши глеши /
102 3 φησὶ / / дѣеши дѣеши
102 3 φησὶν речеши речеши речеши речеши

105 18 φησίν / / / /
105 18 φησὶν речеши речеши речеши речеши
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AOR = aorist
L = Longer version
S = Shorter version
SG = singular
PL = plural
PRES = present tense
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Sources

F.п.I.46 = Российская национальная библиотека (РНБ), F.п.I.46, 12th century. Edition: Georgieva (2003).
MAB F.19 № 238 = Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, Vilnius, F19-238.
MDA 43 = Московская Духовная Академия (МДА), Российская Государственная Библиотека (РГБ)

Ф.173/I №43.
PG = Patrologia Graeca. See list of references: Migne (1862).
RGB ф.98 №240 = Российская Государственная Библиотека (РГБ) Ф.98 №240.
VMČ = Velikie Minei Četii (1899). See list of references.
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